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Abstract: Electronic torture, Electromagnetic torture, or Psychotronic torture are terms used by individuals who are targeted by 
this Wireless Synthetic telepathic technology. Satellite surveillance criminal operators, often actors or often government 
employees, agents or crime syndicates, use transmitted electromagnetic radiation (Such as microwave listening effects), satellite 
technology, and surveillance techniques. And bring sounds and thoughts into people's minds, affect people's bodies and make 
people sick and disturb people Individuals who experience this call themselves "targeted individuals" (TIs). And they share their 
experiences of being harassed and victims of stalking gangs. The human brain, often considered the most complex and 
mysterious organ, has fascinated scientists, researchers, neuroscience  and thinkers for centuries. Its complex network of 
billions of neurons and trillions of connections forms the foundation of our thoughts, emotions, and behaviors.  Unraveling the 
mysteries of the brain has been a journey marked by technological leaps and paradigm shifts, and the emergence of wireless 
remote neural monitoring stands as a testament to the remarkable progress and engineering that humans have revolutionized in 
this field. Wireless Remote Neural Monitoring Or Neurotechnology represents a convergence of multiple disciplines, melding the 
realms of Neuroscience, wireless communication, engineering, and data analytics. 
A defining feature of wireless Remote Neural Monitoring is the ability to transmit and communicate these captured neural 
signals wirelessly over distances of several kilometers. This is where the world of wireless communication technologies comes 
into the picture BMI, also known as brain-computer interface, enables direct communication between the brain and computers. 
It is a super artificial intelligence computer uploaded with Brain Computer Interface [BCI] and Brain Machine Interface [BMI]. 
It is a wireless artificial telepathic technology and wireless Direct Energy Weapon. This deep tech wireless Neuro technology is 
the biggest crisis and challenge for the whole world. Cyber criminals have started taking the help of technologies like Deep tech, 
satellite wireless Remote Neural Monitoring  or Artificial Telepathy technology and wireless Neuro technology [Bio Electro 
Magnetic Weapon]. This is illegal deep tech satellite Neuro technology Or Mind controller technology and synthetic telepathic 
technology which is a Psychotronic weapon and Hypnotic technology. These are deep tech satellite technologies that are used to 
harm and control citizens from a distance. This Satellite Super Artificial Intelligence [AI] Computer Or Super Computer  is a 
Big Engineering . It is also a satellite surveillance Direct Energy weapon [Non-Contact Weapon ]and Radiation weapon with 
which these Satellite Surveillance  criminal operators carry out Physical and Cyber attacks on people . 
Satellite Surveillance  criminal operators and Cyber criminals do business worth several trillion dollars through this illegal 
satellite deep tech technology. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the world , these Deep Tech illegal Satellite Surveillance Technology , Remote Neural Monitoring  Or Mind Controller Or Voice 
to Skull (V 2k) Or Mind Reader Or Mind Hacking  Or Scanner Technology  Or Brain Waves Technology  Or Direct Energy 
Weapon Or Neuro Technology etc. 
The above depp tech  technology is Artificial Telepathic Technology Or Neuro Technology . which is Bio Electro Magnetic 
Weapon [Biological Weapon] .   
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Which is operated and controlled through Satellite Surveillance. 
The names of the above Deep Tech  Satellite technology are different but all of them are Programs, Software and Functions of Super 
Computer  [A I ] Or Super Artificial Intelligence Computer . Satellite Technology. 
1) This Super Artificial Intelligence Computer [A I ] is a computer uploaded from Brain Computer Interface [BCI] Or Brain 

Machine Interface [BMI] . This computer is a very powerful and advanced computer setup. Brain Computer Interface [B C I] 
Or Brain Machine Interface [B M I ] is such a Device, which forms a link of Communication between the Brain and the 
computer. It allows the human brain to be uploaded to a computer and integrated with a Satellite Mind Controller Computer Or 
Super Computer Or Neurotechnology Or Synthetic telepathic technology . 

2) The Range of this deep tech  Satellite Surveillance  is more than several kilo meters [No Limit]. This is Quantum Artificial 
Intelligence Technology [AI]. The Mechanism, Hardware and Software, Algorithm of this Super Artificial Intelligence 
Computer [AI] Or Super Computer is designed to destroy and end the lives of us humans. Wireless Remote Neural monitoring 
stands as a remarkable innovation that combines the complexities of neural activity with the convenience of wireless 
technology. By enabling real-time, remote, and non-invasive monitoring of neural signals, this field has the potential to reshape 
the landscape of neuroscience research, clinical diagnosis, and therapeutic intervention. 

But this deep tech Remote Neural Monitoring is misused . 
The integration of miniaturized sensors, wireless communication technologies and advanced data analytics forms the cornerstone of 
this innovation, where our understanding of the brain is deeper and broader than ever before. As wireless neural monitoring 
continues to evolve, the world is facing serious challenges and threats. 
It is having a bad impact on our lives and brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) has emerged as a weapon. 
These are Satellite Surveillance Computer Technology Non-Contact Weapon, Electronic Warfare Weapon and Radiation  Weapon , 
Espionage weapons and Non Lethal Weapon. 
It is a weapon of Mass Destruction. Using this, People are targeted on a large Scale at Once. 

 
II. HOW THE CYBERCRIME TAKE PLACE 

Illegal Satellite Electronic Communication Technology is working all world and India. 
Like, Synthetic Telepathy technology, Voice to Skull (V2K)   , Artificial Telepathic , Neurotechnology    ,Mind Controller 
technology . 
Artificial Telepathic means Satellite Super Artificial Intelligence Computer [AI] operator, agent can talk to our brain from a 
distance wirelessly. Which is called Synthetic Telepathy Or Neurotechnology. 

 
 

No chip is installed inside our body and no GPS Or any device is installed inside the body. When we humans are targeted by this 
Satellite Super Artificial Intelligence Computer Or  Satellite wireless Direct Energy Weapon Computer [ Microwave Energy 
Weapon ]. 
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So Wave, Frequency, Radiation, Beam always remains inside the brain and body inside the target human body. Wherever the target 
person goes, he takes a network of this Wave, Frequency, Beam, Radiation with him. 

 
This technology tracks us like a tracking system. 
And this wireless technology controls the Neurons in our brain. it's Brain Waves and Neuro technology . 
And in just Eight to Nine seconds [8 to 9 seconds]  we humans are injected  into this satellite Super computer  technology. 
This satellite surveillance is used to talk to people's  brain . It can also be called satellite  Neuro phone. 
The biggest feature of this Satellite Super Artificial Intelligence Computer [AI] is that  When a person is targeted with this Satellite 
Surveillance, the Satellite Surveillance operator can increase Or decrease the wave, frequency ,beam and amount of Radiation in the 
targeted person's internal body and in the House and Buildings of citizens, and Government buildings as per their wish. 
Such as, Microwave, Electro Magnetic Radiation Energy, Radio waves , Millimeter wave, Scalar wave  etc.  
We have read and heard many times that Ghosts, Aliens, Gods, Dead people, Spirits talk to people Or in people's homes or harass 
citizens. But there is no ghost, soul in the world, it is just a telepathic satellite supercomputer [AI] technology. 
Through this Super Artificial Intelligence Computer [AI] , these surveillance operators make people fool and fool. 
Like Ghosts, Aliens, Gods, Dead People, Spirits talk to someone and ghosts and spirits disturb people, Or people have confusion 
that someone has put a chip in their body, due to which Somebody is talking to him. These are all fake this is only Satellite Artificial 
Telepathic Technology which is also Mind Reader Technology and Satellite Scanner Technology which is Bio Electro Magnetic 
Weapon Or Direct Energy Weapon Computer. 

 
All these are Patented technologies, which have many patents. 
Which is all Patents produced . 
[1] Patent # US3951134,[2] Patent # US 6011991 A, [3] Patent # DE 10253433A1,[4] US Patent 5159703 A 
Patents to protect against this deep tech satellite surveillance . 
[1] Patent#US20200390360A1 [2]Patent#US20200275874A 
 

 

 
 
A defining feature of wireless Neural monitoring is the ability to transmit these captured neural signals wirelessly. This is where the 
world of wireless communication technologies and Neuroscience comes into the picture. 
As for the use of sound, a device that broadcasts a beam of sound waves, which can only be heard by the person at whom the beam 
of sound waves is aimed. In this case, the beam is formed by a combination of microwave , sound and ultrasound waves which 
causes the targeted person to hear the sound inside his head. Such a process can affect the mental balance of the targeted person as 
well as make him believe that he is mentally ill. 
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III. SATELLITE SUPER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COMPUTER [AI] OR SUPER COMPUTER OR MIND 
CONTROLLER COMPUTER, ETC. THE FUNCTIONS OF COMPUTER ARE AS FOLLOWS. 

A. Deep Tech Scanner Technology 
Wireless Remote Neural Monitoring  Or Neurotechnology  can be combined with other imaging modalities such as functional 
magnetic resonance imaging or MRI or EEG, providing a comprehensive view of brain activity and internal  body activity and and 
facilitating Cross-Modal data analysis. 
This is the most dangerous function of this deep tech wireless satellite technology. 
The Algorithm of this satellite deep tech wireless technology is more powerful and advanced than MRI [Magnetic resonance 
imaging]. That is  we are injected into this Super Artificial Intelligence Computer through which these Satellite Surveillance 
operators criminal gangs target and inject citizens .  
It is a weapon of Mass Destruction. Using this, People are targeted on a large Scale at Once. 
In this Satellite Wireless Deep Scanner technology, our body remains Magnetic  and Radio Waves, Microwave, Electro Magnetic 
Radiation,  Milli meter wave and etc are always inside our body . 
Due to which each and every activity inside our body, One - One movement, every internal organs of our body, Vein - pulse, Soft 
tissue , nervous system  are clearly visible and the internal image is also visible through this Satellite deep Scanner technology  
Clear and clear  is visible in computer technology [AI]. 
Like the blood flowing in the veins in our body and every internal organs of our body like Lungs, Heart, Liver, Kidney, Brain, Vein, 
Pulse, Soft tissue, Nervous system etc. are clearly visible in this Satellite deep Scanner  computer technology [AI] . 
The specialty of this Deep Tech Satellite Artificial Intelligence Technology [AI] is that in this wireless technology even the smallest 
veins inside our body are clearly visible from a distance. 
With this satellite wireless deep tech scanner technology [wireless MRI technology], wrong and bad operations are done on the 
internal organs, nerves etc. of the human body from a distance. 
This deep tech illegal space base satellite surveillance technology is a wireless non-contact warfare weapon which is used by Spy 
agencies, Military, Research institutes and Cyber criminals etc . 
 
B. Scalar wave  
It can also be called Scalar wave. Scalar wave means calculation of frequency. 
 
C. Mind Reader Technology Or Mind Hacking Technology Or Neurotechnology  
This technology is  Satellite Remote wireless Mind Reader technology and Mind Hacking Technology .  
We know the secret things about ourselves and others, such as our business, our money , our passwords and other secrets, secrets 
that only we know. Being this technology mind reader and mind hacking , all our secrets are known to this satellite super computer 
operators, attackers, agents too. With this Supercomputer, the  Big  officers , VIP people, Businessmen, Politicians, Ministers, 
Opposition leaders, Judges, Police officers, Investigation  agency officers, Secret agency officers, Scientists, Lawyers, etc. are 
monitored and spied on.  

 
D. Synthetic Telepathy  Technology 
This Satellite Super Computer is wireless Telepathic Artificial Intelligence computer Or Voice to Skull [V 2 K] Or 
Neurotechnology.Telepathic Artificial Intelligence means Satellite Supercomputer operator, agent can talk to our brain from a 
distance wirelessly . which is called  Synthetic Telepathy. Satellite Wireless Neural Monitoring Or Synthetic Telepathy Computer 
Technology These two types work .[a ] Active Telepathic Meth od [b ] Silent Telepathic Method 
 
1) Active Telepathic Sound type (Method)  
a) In active telepathic Sound type, the target person is aware that someone is talking to that target individual through Satellite 

surveillance. Like ,Aliens, God, Dead people, Ghosts, Souls Or any Actor/Woman Or direct Satellite surveillance operators, 
attackers are talking . which only the target person can hear. These Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligence Computer operators 
criminals play with the lives of citizens by looking at the subject [Human brain ]. These Super Telepathic Artificial 
Intelligences computer[AI] operators make citizens fool and mad by talking to the minds of citizens through wireless telepathic 
communication. Due to which the life of the target person is ruined. These Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligence computer 
operators are very  dangerous . 
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b) In this active telepathic type, the target person is very sad, upset and confuse and  scared of all the people and after being 
targeted in this type of situation, sometimes these targeted people also commit suicide. 

c) In this active telepathic type, This Satellite telepathic computer surveillance program is played with target humans 24/7 [24 
hours 7 days] for several months or many years. The target person is made a mental patient and placed in a Practical Program. 
Through this surveillance the game of death is played with the peoples. 

d) In this type, the target person is not even allowed to sleep and These programs make the target person mental, and ruins people's 
lives. 

 
2) Silent Telepathic Sound Method    
a) In silent telepathic Sound type, the Satellite  surveillance operator plays with the brain of the target person very cleverly. 
b) In Silent telepathic, the Satellite  surveillance operator keeps talking to the target person's brain in silent sound. 
c) In this ultrasonic  type, the target person never knows that any Satellite  surveillance operator is talking to the target person's 

mind, playing with his life in this artificial telepathic mind reader computer Or  Mind controller technology . Many target 
humans come, in this supercomputer, people are monitored 24/7 [24 hours 7 days] and the Satellite  surveillance operator keeps 
playing with their mind, making them crazy with silent sound. 

d) In Silent telepathic, the Satellite  surveillance operator will make the target human's mind a dirty mind. 
e) This deep tech satellite surveillance  technology is also a wireless hypnotized technology which is a brain controller. This 

technology is mostly used in silent sound method. 
f) The Silent telepathic type is the most dangerous type. 
This is a silent crime . So this Satellite  surveillance technology agent, operator target people very easily with this technology.  
In Active sound  method and Silent sound method, These satellite surveillance criminal operators want to keep the targeted person 
in jail or mental hospital and hospital .  due to which these target individuals remain in a practical program due to which the life 
expectancy of these forcibly made mental patients is reduced. 
 
E. This deep tech satellite surveillance technology is also a weapon of Electronic Warfare. This  Satellite Surveillance technology 

attacks in two ways. 
[a] Physical attacks and [b] Cyber attacks 
Cyber attacks  ;- 
Microwave Weapon [High Frequency Electromagnetic Radiation] These weapons have been developed and made to target both 
Human and Electronic systems . 
Microwave based Super Artificial Intelligence Computer [AI] is designed Electro Magnetic Interference [EMI]  Or Radio 
Frequency Interference [RFI] to damage target electronic systems . 
Electromagnetic Interference [EMI] is also called Radio Frequency Interference [RFI] . 
Electro Magnetic Interference [ EMI ] or Radio Frequency Interference[RFI  ]  means that it Interference  [interferes ] in every 
electronic machine, every device, machine, computer and every software based machine, computer, mobile, radio etc. 
1] It is Super Artificial Intelligence Computer[AI]  which can hack every computer, mobile, every Software based machine etc and 
Phones are also tapped . 
2] With this satellite super artificial intelligence computer, the network can be jammed and internet and Wi Fi can be shut down. 
3] From this super  artificial intelligence computer, these computer operators, agents, home TV, Radio and battery operated 
devices and any software based machine, CC TV Camera [Security cameras]etc. which do not have internet, blue tooth, wi-fi, 
chip, that machine, device Can also hack and spoil and destroy. 
4] With this satellite direct energy weapons computer [Microwave weapon], computer operators can disable and short-circuit 
every electronic system and shut down the power supply . 
And the four wheelers can be damaged technically such as the battery and electronic system of the four wheeler. 
And with this satellite surveillance, every electronic system in Planes and Helicopters can be damaged by jams and technical 
faults. 
And every electronic system of Planes and Helicopters can be easily jammed and destroyed through this satellite surveillance. 
This Direct Energy Weapon [Microwave Weapon (High Energy Radio Frequencies) ] Can Destroy Any Kind of Appliances. 

 
F. And this satellite Non-Contact weapon Supercomputer has many functions. 
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IV. FUNCTION OF MICROWAVE WEAPON AND SONIC WEAPON  
 

 
 
Microwave Weapon also includes Particle Beam Weapon and  Sonic Weapon . 
 
A. Microwave Weapon   
Microwave Weapons Are Also Called High Energy Radio Frequencies 
 Microwave Weapon  [  High  Energy Radio Frequencies] : This is a Direct Energy Weapon . 
Microwave Weapons are a type of Direct Energy Weapons, which target their targets by highly concentrated energy forms such as  
Microwaves etc. These are also called   High Energy Radio Frequencies . 
Humans are targeted by a beam of high-frequency electromagnetic radiation from a microwave . 
Note:- Animals and Birds can also be targeted with this Microwave Weapon [High Energy Radio frequencies]. 
Microwave Weapon [High Energy Radio frequencies ] These weapons have been developed to target both Human and Electronic 
Systems. 
Microwave Weapon   [High Energy Radio frequencies ]  based high power Direct Energy Weapon damages and destroys every 
Device, Electronic Item, Electronic Systems . And Destroy Any Kind of Appliances . 
Microwave Weapon [  High Energy Radio Frequencies] cause long  term Harm to the Human body without any  Mark. 
When a person is targeted with a Microwave weapon [  High Energy Radio Frequencies]  the person's body either has or does not 
have external injury marks, but these Microwave weapons do a lot of damage in the internal parts of the body. 
Like these microwave weapons destroy and weaken the internal organs of our body like heart, lungs, liver, kidney, nerves, muscles, 
cells etc. 
Microwave waves at high frequency in the waking state of the brain, by the same process, cause sleep deprivation in humans. 
There is no Sound of any way in the Radiation beam emanating from the Microwave Weapon and it is not even possible to see it. 
 
B. Sonic Weapon  
Sonic weapons =  Basically Sonic weapons emit Ultrasound [Ultrasonic ] and Infrasound [ Infrasonic ] 
Humans can hear sound waves ranging in frequency from 20 Hz to 20000 Hz.  
Sound waves of frequency more than 20000 Hz are called Ultrasonic [Ultrasound] and sound waves of frequency less than 20 Hz 
are called Infrasonic [Infrasound]. 
Sonic weapons use the frequency of sound that directly affects the nervous system of the human being. 
The frequency of ultrasound is more than 20000 Hz and the frequency of infrasound is 9 Hz, 0. 3 Hz and 18.8  Hz is around 
We cannot hear this sound by human ear. 
These weapons are also known as Sonic weapons, these are satellite equipment weapons that target the public with this acoustic 
weapon and these weapons harass the public Mentally and Physically. 
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 Sonic weapon are different types of weapons designed to use sound to injure, incapacitate. 
Ultrasound [Ultrasonic] waves and Microwave Electromagnetic weapons cause heating that damages tissue and internal organs and 
make a  tumor in our body  . 
 
These weapons make the public seriously ill . 
 Infrasonic [Infrasound] Weapons are used to weaken and destroy the public's eyes by targeting the public with these weapons, 

vibrating their eyeballs and making them sick, due to which the public's eyes become weak and destroyed, causing the public's 
eyes to become blind. and eyesight becomes weak  

 Ultrasound  [Ultrasonic ]Weapon is designed to pierce the Ear, tear the Eardrum, and make humans deaf, and produce 
unpleasant frequencies.  With this weapon, the attackers inflict severe pain and discomfort in us humans and make us Deaf . 
 

V. THIS SUPER TELEPATHIC ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COMPUTER WEAPON IS MADE BY MANY 
SUPER COMPUTER COMPANIES AND DEFENSE  COMPANY AND DEEP TECH COMPANY OTHER 

TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES OF THE WORLD 
This satellite illegal Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligence Computer weapon is being used against civilians. 
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This Micro wave weapon is a wireless current designed to attack the internal organs, nerves and body of humans and Any Kind of 
Appliances. 
We can also call it Scalar waves which means calculation of frequency. 
The shivering that target individuals experience in their bodies is actually a Vibrator current flowing through the nerves through this 
deep tech satellite technology. 
Through this satellite vibrator weapon [Scalar waves], the internal organs of our body, their veins and other nerves are swollen and 
inflated and the veins are also cut. 
Due to which our internal organs and nerves become useless and destroyed. 
And the veins and other nerves of our organs get blocked and the nerves get destroyed. 
The radiation emanating from the microwave weapon, there is no sound in the beam and it is not possible to see it and these 
weapons do not leave any evidence of themselves. 
This is a secret technology about which Doctors and citizens have no idea about this satellite scanner computer technology [satellite 
MRI computer technology], bio electro magnetic weapon computer which is a satellite non contact weapon. 

 
VI. THIS DEEP TECH SATELLITE NON-CONTACT RADIATION WEAPON CAUSES VARIOUS TYPES OF 

DISEASES IN THE BODIES OF CITIZENS 
A. Electromagnetic radiation (EMR)  
In physics, Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) consists of waves of the Electromagnetic (EM) field, which propagate through space 
and carry momentum and Electromagnetic radiant energy. 
Types of Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) include Radio waves, Microwaves, Infrared, (Visible) Light, Ultraviolet, X-Rays, and 
Gamma rays, all of which are part of the Electromagnetic spectrum. 
Through this wireless  scanner [MRI] technology and Satellite Bio Electro Magnetic Weapon [Biological Weapon] Computer, 
serious diseases are being created in the bodies of the people . 
Like, Cancer, Tuberculosis [TB], Heart Attack, Paralysis [Stroke], Diabetes [Sugar], Blood Cancer, Chest Cancer, kidney disease, 
lung disease, liver disease, Stomach disease, intestine disease, eye disease, nerve disease , sex problem, infertility problem etc 
 
1) Mental Illness  
 

 
In the world, human brain and internal body are manipulated through deep tech Remote Neural Monitoring, Neurotechnology, Mind 
controller technology. 
Through this satellite wireless telepathic surveillance, people's minds are talked to 24/7 [24 hours 7 days] and like video games, 
games are played in people's minds and people are forcibly made mental patients. 
These surveillance criminal operators also target small children through artificial telepathic technology and do not allow the brain 
development of the targeted children. 
This wireless  Synthetic telepathy is also called Mental telepathy. 
Through this wireless mental telepathy, the mental patient is made a patient of artificial schizophrenia [forced mental patient]. 
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This mental telepathic game is played 24/7 [24 hours 7 days] with the minds and bodies of these forcibly created mental patients for 
many months and many years. 
Due to which the lives of these forcibly made mentally ill people get ruined. 
And no one even realizes that  satellite surveillance criminal operator is playing with the lives of these mental patients. 
These mental patients remain in telepathic communication. Mental patients created through forced satellite monitoring are 
extremely disturbed and scream loudly out of fear and sometimes even abuse loudly when alone and Even commit suicide. 
Forced mental patients tell their problems and ordeals to their families or people or to Neurologists and Psychologists.. 
Like, God, Aliens or dead people or satellite surveillance criminal operators are talking to them and torturing and disturbing them 
and mutilating their bodies 
But no Person or Neurologist or Psychologist doctor believes in the words of these forcefully created mental patients. 
Neuro doctors are not aware about this wireless Neurotechnology and Synthetic telepathic technology or  Voice to skull [V2K] 
And doctors and people think that these mental patients have gone mad, that is why they are saying such nonsense and delusional 
things and doing strange things. 
And doctors declare these forced mental patients as mad. 
Example = The best example of this Telepathic Artificial Intelligence is the mental patient walking on the road in India  . 
The life of these mental patients lives in the communication of satellite Telepathic Artificial Intelligence computer. 
These Satellites Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligence Computer operators play with the lives of citizens by looking at the subject 
[Human Brain ] 
These Satellites Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligences computer[AI] operators make citizens fool and mad by talking to the minds 
of citizens through telepathic communication. 
Due to which the life of the target person is ruined . 
These  Satellite Super Telepathic Artificial Intelligence computer operators are very  dangerous . 
The figures given below are the figures of mental patients admitted to Nagpur Mental Hospital in Maharashtra, India in the last 
eleven-twelve years and the figures of mental patients who died in mental hospitals. 
 

              Year Total admitted patients Number of patients who died 
        2012 – 2013         432              15 
        2013 --  2014         436              12 
        2014 – 2015         515              26 
        2015  -- 2016         629              17 
        2016 -- 2017         708              31 
        2017 -- 2018         656               22 
        2018 – 2019         1147               30 
        2019 -- 2020          1194               19 
        2020 – 2021          913               12 
         2021 – 2022          1207               18 
         2022 – 2023          1473               35 

 
Note - This is the data of admission and death of mental patients of Nagpur Mental Hospital which is in research. 
Which is that these mental patients and their death have nothing to do with this wireless neurotechnology and synthetic technology. 
And the putative Researcher [Author] has not made any such claim or allegation that the cause of death of these mental patients is 
due to Neurotechnology Or Synthetic telepathic technology. 
These mental hospital figures are only for the safety of mental patients and to draw the attention of the government towards this 
wireless mental telepathy or synthetic telepathy  technology and neurotechnology and to make a strict Satellite Surveillance 
Neurotechnology Act law in this matter. 
Now, 
Governments of the world and especially India should install advanced powerful Jammers and advanced receivers or advanced 
technology in Mental Hospitals to protect the lives of Mental patients from deadly deep tech satellite technologies like wireless 
Remote Synthetic telepathic technology and Neurotechnology. 
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It should be made mandatory for Neurologist or Psychologist doctors in the world to tell and understand about this satellite wireless 
Neurotechnology Or Artificial telepathic technology. 
And Neurologist  Or Psychologist medical students should be taught about wireless Neurotechnology and Synthetic telepathic 
technology. 
 
2) Diabetes [Sugar]  Disease  
These supercomputer criminal operators in our Pancreas weaken and damage our Pancreas with excessive energy [high energy 
electromagnetic radiation] . 
Due to which the pancreas swells and the cells of the pancreas are destroyed by the high electro magnetic energy. Due to which our 
Pancreas does not remain natural and Pancreas stops producing insulin in the body, due to which the level of glucose in the blood in 
our body starts increasing. So we become patients of diabetes [sugar]. 
These satellite surveillance criminal operators mix the water from whatever food we eat or drink into our blood through our veins. 
Mostly these deep tech satellite wireless scanner [MRI] computer technology operators mix our food juice and sugary drinks or 
sweeteners, which is a type of glucose, directly into our blood from the veins of our lungs and other nerves, allowing us to Gets 
diabetes. Mostly, these food items and sweet drinks spread through the veins of our lungs in the veins and organs of our entire body 
and get mixed in our blood. Often these super artificial intelligence computer operators inflate the veins of the legs with waves and 
frequencies and make space for our food - water or drinks to go into the veins on the lower leg side of the waist. 
And a large amount of food, water and sweet dirty water gets accumulated in the large veins and blood of our feet, due to which the 
veins of our feet swell and our feet get damaged, due to which we remain diabetic patients. 
And cause problems in the Organs of our body. 
Often, when we become patients of Diabetes [Sugar], these operators target our eyes through wireless Neural Neurotechnology and 
cause problems to our eyes and our eyesight reduces or we even become blind. 
 
3) Heart attack 
People are killed by Heart attacks from Direct Energy Weapons Or Super Artificial Intelligence Computer weapon technology ,The 
vein supplying blood to the heart is closed by increasing the level of radiation  energy . 
Due to which it becomes difficult for the blood to reach the heart and the muscles get destroyed, and the heart does not even get 
oxygen, due to which heart attack comes and people die from  heart attack. 
and With this deep tech wireless scanner technology [wireless MRI technology], blockages are created in the heart of the human and 
the humans are made heart patients. 
 
4) Paralysis  
Deep Tech Satellite Surveillance operators stop the flow of blood in the veins of the brain by powerful excessive energy[high 
energy electromagnetic radiation]    by increasing the level of waves ,,  radiation  in the brain of target  people through 
Neurotechnology Or Mind Controller . 
Due to which it becomes difficult for the blood to reach the brain and the muscles are destroyed, and when there is a blockage in the 
blood supply to the brain, the brain cells in that place begin to die, because they should get the oxygen and nutrition they need to 
function. He can't get it. In this condition any part of the body stops working. Which is called paralysis stroke. 
 
5) Liver Failure  
Satellite Super Artificial Intelligence Computer which is Satellite Scanner [MRI] Technology Weapon Computer, through this 
computer these super computer operators increase the level of excessive energy[high energy electromagnetic radiation] in the liver 
due to which there is swelling in the liver. And they make the liver inflames and destroy the liver cells due to which the liver 
becomes fatty liver and the shape of our liver changes due to which human  liver gets damaged . 
 
6) Kidney  Damage  
In the world, due to the use of satellite supercomputer operators, attackers, powerful excessive energy[high energy electromagnetic 
radiation], the kidneys of citizens swell and become useless due to which the kidneys are unable to do their work and the kidneys 
get damaged. 
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With this satellite supercomputer, by increasing the level of excessive energy in the kidneys of people, the kidneys are swollen and 
inflated and the cells are destroyed. 
Due to which the kidney is not able to filter the toxins and chemical toxins get accumulated inside the kidney, due to which the 
kidney is not able to function naturally and the kidney fails. Due to which the blood supply to the kidneys gets disrupted and the 
veins get blocked. 
In this way, our kidneys get damaged due to this satellite supercomputer and people die. 
 
7) lung Disease , Weakening of the Lungs 
Satellite surveillance operators  in the world , by inflating the lungs of the citizens with Microwave and High Frequency 
Electromagnetic Radiation, weaken the lungs of the citizens and make them patients of lung cancer, TB and other serious diseases. 

 
8) Cancer of the Stomach and Intestines [Colon Cancer], Oral Cancer and many other types of cancer are created in the human 

body by this deep tech illegal artificial intelligence computer or wireless scanner technology [satellite wireless MRI 
technology]. 

Deep Tech Illegal Super Artificial Intelligence Computer or Wireless Scanner Technology [Satellite Wireless MRI Technology] 
Criminal operators create various types of rare diseases in the bodies of citizens remotely and do not allow any medicine to have any 
effect inside the body. 
 
 

VII. PEOPLE ARE BEING HARASSED AND TORTURED THROUGH THIS CYBER CRIME 
1) In January 1999 the European Parliament passed a resolution calling for an international convention to impose a global ban on 

all development and deployment of weapons that could enable any form of manipulation of human beings. 
2) On February 28, 2020, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, Professor Nils Melzer, issued his World Report on “Torture and 

other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.” This report included a definition of “Cyber torture,” the Crime 
Against Humanity where millions of targeted victims worldwide are remotely assaulted with Electromagnetic Weapons in 
actions directed via computer, often from Supercomputers.(A/HRC/43/49) Cybertorture 

3) Targeted by this illegal satellite surveillance, citizens all over the world and in India have filed reports against this technology. 
  

VIII. TARGETED INDIVIDUALS SATELLITE COVERT ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT:- DISMANTLING THE 
MIND CONTROL PROGRAM  

There is a criminal covert program going on around the world using microwave radiation weapon  and deep tech satellites 
surveillance technology for illegal surveillance of innocent people, driving them crazy by Remote Neural Monitoring and Voice to 
Skull [V2K]. 
In this satellite Remote Neural surveillance and voice to skull [V2K] or Neurotechnology, in most of the cases the satellite 
surveillance criminal operator plays the game of mind gaming with the target individual as if you are the victim of illegal Police 
harassment programs which is a Psychological game which is It is a confused game played by the satellite survillance  with the 
target person. 
Like suddenly you are being monitored by the Neighbors or wherever you are going, people are coming near and behind you and 
you are being implicated in some conspiracy. 
And some community or gang is harassing you from time to time 24/7 and some gang is following you. 
Your mobile phones being tapped and traced? 
And are efforts being made to isolate or implicate you from society because of your own words and thoughts? 
This means that illegal deep tech satellite mind controller surveillance criminal operators want complete control over you and you 
are a part of illegal Neuro-experimentation. 
In this program you are subjected to 24/7 [24 hours and 7 days] horrific Mind Control and Dark Neuro programming combined with 
street theater and Neuro technology to make you weak and lonely by isolating you from society, friends and family. 
And your financial condition is ruined. 
These satellite surveillance criminal operators want to keep the target person in jail or mental ward or hospital. 
By playing this mind gaming game with you they are instigating you to commit a crime or even commit suicide. 
And driving you crazy by playing such confusing mind games. 
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And in this game the target person becomes a confused person or a drug or alcohol addict or a mental patient and cowardly person. 
In this satellite mind controller game, the target person is targeted and trapped in an illusion trap. 
 
For example :- 
Like someone is taking your pictures or recording your voice on mobile? 
Like some major Police action is being taken against you? 
Or are you being implicated in a criminal case by a criminal gang or the Police? 
Or your friends, relatives and family in collusion with the police and criminal gangs and plotting against you? 
Or if some unknown person asks you about someone's address, then you think that he is an informer who is keeping an eye on you. 
This Psychological game is played with every target individual. 
The above incident has occurred with every targeted individual and has been reported by multiple targeted individuals. 
 

IX. MEASURES TO PROTECT YOURSELF AND PREVENT THIS CYBERCRIME 
These are some advanced technologies by which citizens can be saved from this satellite deep tech Artificial Intelligence technology 
weapon.  
Such as ;- 
1) Microtail ,Microwave Receivers Work Like This Microwave Detection 
Remote Neural Monitoring , Brain Wave Technology , Remote Mind Control Technology to protect yourself from microwave 
radiation you need a parabolic antenna a microwave detector, a frequency generator and a similar computer program that calculates 
the frequency that diffuses and destroys the microwave beam and cancels it so you can destroy the carrier wave that transports the 
brainwaves . 
http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/microwave.html 
 
2) Methods and Automatic System to Identify Who is Victims of Abuse Voice to Skull [ V2k] & Remote Neural Monitoring 

Technology and Identify Who is Remote Attacker or Operator Using Device of Voice to Skull & Remote Neural Monitoring 
This Patent Number : 20200275874 
Type : Application 
Filed :Aug 31,2019 
Publication Date :Sep 3, 2020 
Enventor : Da Li [West Covina ,CA] 
Application number : 16 / 558 , 040 
 
3) Radio frequency signal jammers  
https://www.endoacustica.com/signal-jammers.php 

 
4) MindControl EMF/EMR (ELF, RF) Electronic Harassment and Surveillance (PDEHS) prevention and detection for home use: 

links to detectors and jammers 
https://dpl-surveillance-equipment.com/  
https://www.norad4u.com/measure/home-use-emf-emr-elf-rf-meters-and-detectors/  
 

X. LAWS ARE BEING MADE   
To stop this crime, governments of many countries are making laws against this illegal deep tech satellite surveillance technology in 
their country and are taking good steps. 
1) America has blacklisted China's Academy of Military Medical Sciences and 11 affiliated biotechnology research institutes. The 

allegation is that these Chinese companies were helping the Chinese army in developing "Mind-Control" weapons. America has 
taken action against a total of 34 such companies. The US Commerce Department on  put questionable research institutes on a 
list that prevents American companies from exporting technology originating in the US to Chinese institutions. US Commerce 
Secretary Gina Raimondo said, "China is using these technologies to control its people and repress members of ethnic and 
religious minority groups. 
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America has claimed that China is working on weapons that can take technological warfare to a new level. These weapons have the 
ability to 'Control' and 'Paralyze' the minds of enemy soldiers. The US has 'Blacklisted' China's Academy of Military Medical 
Sciences and 11 affiliated research institutes for using 'biotechnology', including 'alleged brain-control weaponry', to support the 
armed forces. ' Is done. 
https://youtu.be/3WfzxgiM2WI?si=7_UnEiaJYKeuAM4o 
 
2) Chile is the first such country in the history of the world. Who have made a law against Neuro Technology. 
Chile has become the first country in the world to do so. Under this law, a person will have the Right to Mental Privacy and his will. 
Through this law, it has been made a crime to control a person through Satellite wireless Neurotechnology. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybUnmQ05vX4 
Chile recently passed Law No. 21.383, modifying the final clause of Article 19, Number 1 of the Constitution, regarding the 
protection of mental integrity in relation to the advance of Neurotechnologies. 
 
3) The  Richmond City, California [U S ] Council which just passed a resolution “in support of the Space Preservation Act and the 

Space Preservation Treaty to permanently ban spaced-based "Mind-Control" weapon”. Which has already been  
https://youtu.be/dN8NPQsgHko 
 
4) General Assembly of the State of Colorado [U S ]  : HOUSE BILL     24 – 1058 
Colorado lawmakers want to protect people's privacy from machines that can read thoughts . 
A panel of lawmakers approved legislation that would make Colorado the first in the nation to protect people's biological data from 
technology companies, raising worries that new machines could be come so powerful they could read thoughts. 
That it is feasible to manipulate human behavior with the use of subliminal, either by sound or visual messages, is now generally 
known and acknowledged by the scientific community. 
This is why in most countries, the use of such technologies, without the consent of the individual concerned, is in theory banned. 
Needless to say, the use of these technologies is undertaken covertly, without the knowledge or consent of targeted individuals. 
As technology advances, it becomes important to address ethical concerns related to privacy, health, security, and data ownership. 
Researchers and policy makers should ensure that wireless neural monitoring is not misused against civilians. 

 
XI. CONCLUSION 

1) It is also important to address the ethical and social considerations surrounding wireless  Remote Neural Monitoring and 
Neurotechnology. As technology advances, questions related to citizen privacy, security and data ownership are becoming 
increasingly relevant. The collection of sensitive neural data raises concerns about potential misuse or unauthorized access. 
Striking a balance between harnessing the potential of wireless neural monitoring and protecting individual rights will be 
paramount as the field continues to progress. 

Collaboration between scientists, neuroscientists, engineers, and data analysts has opened new doors of exploration that cross the 
fields of warfare research, clinical diagnosis, and brain-machine interactions. 
This deep tech satellite surveillance is used against citizens 
With each wireless transmission of neural data, we are in a situation where the secrets of the brain and our thinking are exposed and 
controlled from a distance. 
Due to which our privacy and security has been breached . 
There are currently no specific laws to protect humans during cybertorture and Satellite Electronic Harmment or nor is there any 
medical assistance for them. The situation is compounded by the fact that scientists do not leave any information about illegal mind 
reading technologies and wireless weapon . They simply keep progressing in their cognitive neuroscience crimes. 
Article 1 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000) states that “Human dignity is inviolable. It must be 
respected and protected” 
And  
Articles 12-35 of the Indian Constitution deal with fundamental rights. These human rights are granted to the citizens of India and 
the Constitution states that these rights are inviolable. Right to life, right to dignity etc. all come under one of the six main 
fundamental rights. 
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Space base technology  and communication technology based world, this fundamental human right and basic moral principle is 
facing increasing threats. The world must take measures against cybertorture to prevent the non-consensual use of citizens using 
remote cyber-psychological systems, such as satellite technologies and techniques that affect the human mind and body. 
And all the world should make strict laws to give strict punishment to deep tech cyber criminals. 
And all the citizens who are being targeted by this illegal satellite surveillance technology should file a report so that the police, 
investigating agency, court and government become alert in this matter and  the lives of the victims are saved. 
 
2) CBRN  Centers have been created in many countries of the world to protect against Chemical, Biological, Radiological and 

Nuclear weapons. 
On the lines of this CBRN Center, all the countries of the world should also create Anti-Radiation Centers Or Zero Radio Frequency 
centers to protect the citizens from satellite wireless non-contact radiation weapons. 
And highly advanced jammer and anti-radiation technology should be used in these centres. 
 
3) Governments of the world and especially India should install advanced powerful Jammers and advanced receivers or advanced 

technology in Mental Hospitals to protect the lives of Mental patients from deadly deep tech satellite technologies like wireless 
Remote Synthetic telepathic technology and Neurotechnology. 

And to avoid this satellite wireless Bio Electro Magnetic weapon [Direct Energy Weapon], on the lines of mental hospitals, 
advanced powerful Jammers and advanced Receivers Or advanced technology should be installed in the Jails for the safety of the 
prisoners in Indian jails. 
    
4) It should be made mandatory for Neurologist or Psychologist doctors in the world to tell and understand about this satellite 

wireless Neurotechnology  Or Artificial telepathic technology. 
And Neurologist  Or Psychologist medical students should be taught about wireless Neurotechnology and Synthetic telepathic 
technology.  
 
5) In Maharashtra state, India, The Maharashtra Pollution Control Board has installed electronic boards measuring weather, wind 

and pollution in various places, squares and every city, which tell what is the wind speed today, how much pollution is there 
and what is the temperature. 

Similarly, to avoid this satellite radiation weapon, countries all over the world should also install well equipped and advanced 
technology boards in their country to measure wave, frequency, radiation and beam. 
So that citizens know that wave frequency or radiation more than the prescribed quantity is not coming into people's homes. Due to 
which the citizens will remain safe. 
This is the photo of the board with automatic, advanced technology installed by Maharashtra Pollution Control Board in Nagpur city 
to provide daily information related to weather and pollution to the citizens. 

 
 The basic objective of this True Research is to alert and protect citizens from illegal Deep Tech Satellite Surveillance technology 

and Cyber terrorism . 
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